Abstract-We consider the cooperative spectrum sensing problem in cognitive radio with energy detection. Secondary users with non-identical, independent sensing channels make 1-bit sensing decisions and report their decisions to the secondary base station over orthogonal fading channels. The base station acts as a fusion center by combining the decisions with OR-rule. We allow the secondary users to trade sensing time slots for additional reporting time slots. We derive the corresponding false alarm and missed detection probabilities, which are functions of the secondary sensor decision thresholds and the durations for sensing and reporting. Furthermore, we bound these probabilities and impose a practical convex region that enables convex optimization to minimize the false alarm probability for a target missed detection probability. Allowing secondary users to trade sensing time slots for additional reporting time slots is shown to significantly improve sensing performance, even with poor sensing channels and a small number of secondary users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum sensing is one of the fundamental problems in cognitive radio. Cooperative spectrum sensing, where multiple secondary users (SUs) share sensing data to improve performance in detecting the status of a primary user (PU), was first applied to cognitive radio in [1] and has seen significant research interest in the past few years. SUs act as local sensors that independently assess whether the PU is active or idle. Most literature in this area considers the presence of a secondary base station that receives results reported from the SUs, cf. e.g. [2] - [6] . The base station then acts as a fusion center by fusing the individual reporting results to obtain a global decision. Detecting the PU as idle indicates the ability to use the PU's frequency band for secondary data transmission, thereby increasing wireless efficiency.
The feasibility of SU operation depends on the false alarm and missed detection probabilities of cooperative spectrum sensing. There is typically a tradeoff between these two probabilities, and while the PU would prefer a low missed detection probability, the secondary network would prefer a low false alarm probability. The derivation of false alarm and missed detection probabilities where the SUs use energy detection and perfect reporting has been performed in [7] (and more generally for any L p -norm detector). Recently, in [2] , these probabilities have been derived where the reporting channels are impaired by noise and fading.
In practice, it is of interest to optimize performance by minimizing the false alarm probability given a target missed detection probability (or vice versa). Optimization has previously been performed for cooperative spectrum sensing with perfect reporting, cf. e.g. [3] - [5] . In [3] , network throughput is maximized by optimizing the division of time slots between sensing the PU and performing secondary data transmission. In [4] , the number of SUs and the SU sensing thresholds are optimized to minimize the total error probability (false alarm plus missed detection), under the assumption that all SUs have identical sensing channels. In [5] , throughput is maximized by optimizing the SU sensing thresholds and decision fusion weights. Convexity of the error probabilities is shown with respect to the SU thresholds but the results are not averaged over sensing channels.
This paper considers SUs that sense a single PU using energy detection over fading channels that are modelled as independent and non-identical. We also assume that we have limited reporting bandwidth. Thus, after sensing, each SU makes a local decision ("active" or "idle") about the PU that is reported to the base station over a fading channel. The base station acts as a fusion center by inferring the decision of each SU before combining the decisions with OR-rule to reach a global decision.
In constrast to existing work, we allow the SUs to increase the number of reporting time slots by sacrificing sensing time slots. This is motivated by [6] , which showed notable performance gain by reporting with 2 bits instead of 1. However, in contrast to [6] , our design repeats the binary decisions of the SUs to increase the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the faded and noisy reporting channels. We derive expressions for the false alarm and missed detection probabilities of the network, as functions of the SU decision thresholds and the number of reporting slots for each SU. Furthermore, we apply upper bounds and impose convex constraints that make these probabilities jointly convex with respect to all relevant parameters. This allows us to apply convex optimization techniques to quickly and efficiently minimize the secondary network's false alarm probability under a target missed detection probability (or vice versa).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the cognitive radio network model. In Sections III and IV, we derive the sensing error probabilities for the single-SU network and the general, multi-SU network, respectively. Numerical and simulation results are given and discussed in Section V. In Section VI, we present conclusions and possibilities for future work.
II. NETWORK MODEL
This section introduces the model and notation used throughout the rest of this paper. There is a single transmitting PU, as in Fig. 1 . The PU transmits with average transmission power P t and all signals are represented by their complex baseband equivalents.
The secondary network has K SUs, hereafter referred to as (local) sensors. The channel between the PU and the kth sensor, h k , is Rayleigh fading with variance σ 2 h,k , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. The PU-SU channels are modelled as independent and non-identically distributed. The signal received by the kth sensor is impaired by complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2 n,k . Thus, the kth sensor's sensing SNR is γ S,k = P t σ 2 h,k /σ 2 n,k , and we let
Each sensor has a fixed interval of N time slots during which it has to perform sensing and reporting with a single antenna, as in Fig. 2 . We assume that the PU is either active or idle for the entire interval, i.e., it does not cease or resume transmission within the interval. This is not a particularly strong assumption; [8] shows only a minor improvement for energy detectors that take into account PUs that arrive or depart randomly. We also assume that each sensor has an accurate estimate of P t σ 2 h,k , but does not know the instantaneous fading gain h k . Therefore, the sensors use energy detection by sensing for N S,k time slots and applying decision threshold τ k to decide whether the PU is active or idle.
The remaining N R,k = N − N S,k time slots are used by the local sensor to report its binary decision to the secondary base station, hereafter referred to as the fusion center. Each sensor transmits +1 if the PU is deemed active, and −1 otherwise. The sensors report over orthogonal Rayleigh fading channels with instantaneous gains g k that are modelled as independent and non-identically distributed. These channel gains are assumed to be accurately estimated at the fusion center. The repeated reports are impaired by complex AWGN with variances σ 2 z,k . Thus, the kth sensor's reporting SNR is
z,k , and we let γ R = [γ R,1 , γ R,2 , . . . , γ R,K ]. We assume that both the sensing and reporting SNRs are constant for the interval of N time slots.
Our goal is to detect when the PU is idle, so we are interested in characterizing the false alarm and missed detection probabilities. Let H define the current state of the PU, where H = 1 means that the PU is active and H = 0 means that it is idle. The fusion center makes global decisionĤ, defined analogously to H. The network false alarm probability P f F C and missed detection probability P mF C are defined as
III. SINGLE-SENSOR NETWORK
In this section, we consider P mF C and P f F C for the singlesensor network (i.e., K = 1), which is synonymous to the fusion center basing its decision on only the inferred decision from the kth sensor. We define these single-sensor probabilities as P mF C,k and P f F C,k . We derive P mF C,k and P f F C,k at the fusion center, then present upper bounds that are convex once we impose additional constraints. The bounds enable us to optimize P mF C,k and P f F C,k , and in Section IV they facilitate the relaxation of the general K-sensor problem to a convex optimization problem. Detailed proofs of the results in this section are omitted due to space and deferred to [9] .
A. Fusion Center Performance
For our analysis, as in [7] , we assume that N S,k is large enough such that the energy detection decision variables at the local sensor can be modelled as Gaussian distributed via the central limit theorem. Thus, if the PU is idle, then the variance of the signal received at the sensor is σ 2 n,k /N S,k , and we obtain the probability of false alarm at the local sensor,
where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function. We immediately see that if τ k < σ 2 n,k , then the argument of Q(·) would be negative and P f L,k > 0.5. Furthermore, an active PU would only add to the energy of the signal received at the local sensor. Thus, we will subsequently assume that τ k > σ 2 n,k , and the corresponding expression for the probability of missed detection at the local sensor, P mL,k , averaged over the Rayleigh-faded sensing channel, is [7, Eq. 26]
where
and erf(·) is the error function [10, p. 406]. Eqs. (3) and (4) (ignoring I in the latter) show that increasing τ k causes an increase in P mL,k and a decrease in P f L,k , and vice versa. We next derive an expression for P mF C,k . The sensor makes 1-bit decisionĤ L,k and transmits it with a repetition code as
We note that, for a single reporting interval, b k = −1 with probability P mL,k and b k = +1 with probability (1 − P mL,k ). The fusion center receives
where z k [n] is complex AWGN. The fusion center forms
where z k is complex AWGN with variance σ 2 z,k /N R,k . We construct a coherent detector where we multiply y k by g * k /|g k | and take the real component ((·) * denotes complex conjugation). Assuming a fusion center threshold of 0, we obtain P mF C,k as
where ℜ{·} denotes the real component of a complex number. Analogously, P f F C,k is obtained is
B. Closed-Form, Convex Bounds on Performance
Unfortunately, we cannot obtain (12) in closed form due to the error functions in (5). We will, however, require a closedform expression in order to define tractable optimization problems. Therefore, we derive a closed-form upper bound on (5) that leads to a closed-form upper bound on (12) 
positive constants A k , B k , C k , and D k are given by
and erfi(·) is the imaginary error function [10, p. 427] . N Smin and N Smax are bounds on N S,k that are introduced to simplify convexity analysis with minimal impact on the value of I bound . Due to limited space, the proof that (14) upper-bounds (5) is deferred to [9] . The proof converts the error functions in (5) into equivalent Q-functions, and then applies the "supertight bound" on the Q-function given in [11] in addition to two Taylor series approximations. If the argument of Q(·) is negative, then 0.5 < Q(·) < 1. We also aim to achieve low P mL,k (i.e., P mL,k ≪ 1). Therefore, we upper-bound (12) by
where we used a Taylor series approximation of the nonintegral components of P mL,k , i.e.,
n,k , as otherwise P mL,k (ignoring the I term) is concave with respect to τ k .
Eq. (13) is already in closed form. However, to define tractable optimization problems, we upper-bound it by
where we used again that 0.5 < Q(·) < 1 when the argument of Q(·) is negative, and P f L,k ≪ 1.
For optimization, we relax N R,k to be a real number (though in simulations and in practice we round it to the nearest natural number). Eqs. (17) and (18) can then be shown to be jointly convex with respect to τ k and N R,k , if we impose the following additional convex constraints:
where N Rmax = N − N Smin , x k is as in (15), and E is a tunable parameter, defined in (23), that limits the maximum value of τ k . We prove convexity in [9] by showing that the Hessians of (17) and (18) are non-negative once (19) to (23) are imposed [12] , [13] . As discussed earlier, (19) is imposed so that we are able to use (4). The local sensor must be able to report for at least one time slot, so N R,k ≥ 1. Eq. (21) couples τ k with N R,k to make I bound convex with respect to τ k . Eq. (22) is used with the "supertight bound" [11] to evaluate (5) in closed form. Eq. (24) is less intuitive, but it ensures the joint convexity of τ k and N R,k in I bound . Eq. (23) is imposed to improve the tightness of (24) while maintaining convexity.
C. Single-Sensor Optimization Problem
Our goal is to optimize performance by minimizing one probability while satisfying a target on the other probability. Since we would like to guarantee a ceiling on interference with the PU, we choose a target missed detection probability, P mF CT AR . Thus, the optimization problem for the singlesensor network can be formulated as minimize P f F C,k (from (18)) subject to P mF C,k (from (17)) ≤ P mF CT AR (19) to (23),
which, due to the convexity of (17) and (18), can be solved by efficient algorithms such as the interior-point method [12] .
IV. K-SENSOR NETWORK
In this section, we derive P mF C and P f F C for the K-sensor network based on the results from Section III. We upper-bound P mF C and P f F C to obtain a generalized convex multiplicative problem [14] . Subsequently, we relax this problem to arrive at a convex optimization problem.
A. Optimization Problem
The fusion center combines the K inferred local sensor decisions into a global decision using OR-rule. We limit our discussion here to OR-rule due to space. Our approach can be extended to any k-out-of-n rule, though OR-rule is often the preferred k-out-of-n rule [2] .
For OR-rule, P mF C and P f F C are [15, p. 198 ]
We upper-bound P f F C by ignoring terms with products of probabilities to get
which is tight when the individual P f F C,k terms are small. The upper bound in (27) is convex since it is a sum of convex functions. Our optimization problem becomes
where we use the bounds (17) and (18) for P mF C,k and P f F C,k , respectively. Since P mF C is the product of convex functions, (28) is not convex in general. Problem (28) is an example of generalized convex multiplicative programming, where a problem that is otherwise convex has either an objective term or one constraint that is a product of convex functions. This a relatively new field of optimization [14] , though it has been shown that such a problem can be transformed into a series of convex problems. Problem (28) can be globally solved by the simplicial branch-and-reduce method described in [16] . Simplicial branch-and-reduce represents the problem in an equivalent form where K-simplices (K-dimensional shapes with certain properties) are used to represent the individual convex functions in the multiplicative constraint. In each iteration of the method, one of the simplices is removed and replaced with K more K-simplices, and a corresponding convex problem is solved. In practice, however, the execution time of the branchand-reduce algorithm in [16] grows prohibitively large as K increases. Thus, it is of interest to find a simpler method for solving (28).
B. Suboptimal Convex Problem
We observe that P mF C is a product of independently convex functions, since each P mF C,k is only a function of its corresponding τ k and N R,k . Therefore, dividing the missed detection target into K targets, P mF CT AR ,k (one for each sensor), will create K independent convex subproblems.
A simple way to derive P mF CT AR ,k would be to take the Kth root of P mF CT AR . However, this ignores that some sensors can achieve better performance than others due to stronger sensing or reporting channels. Therefore, we propose scaling the target corresponding to each sensor based on the best achievable P mF C,k of that sensor. So, we first solve minimize P mF C,k subject to (19) to (23),
for all k sensors, and define P mF Cmin,k as the solution to (29). The network's minimum missed detection probability, P mF Cmin , is then
Obviously, if P mF CT AR = P mF Cmin , then we require P mF CT AR ,k = P mF Cmin,k , ∀k. Otherwise, at least one sensor will have an unachievable target, i.e., P mF CT AR ,k < P mF Cmin,k for some k. When P mF CT AR > P mF Cmin , it seems reasonable to assign relatively lower P mF CT AR ,k to sensors that have lower P mF Cmin,k . We propose achieving this by scaling each sensor's target relative to its minimum as
where it is then straightforward to verify that
Thus, we relax (28) to arrive at the new problem
Problem (33) readily decomposes into K convex subproblems that can be efficiently solved [12] . The fusion center already knows g k and σ 2 z,k , ∀k, but in order for it to solve all subproblems, it also needs to learn P t σ 2 h,k and σ 2 n,k , ∀k, via a feedback channel. However, the kth sensor already knows P t σ 2 h,k and σ 2 n,k , so in order for it to solve the kth subproblem it only needs to learn |g k | and σ 2 z,k via a feedback channel. Either method requires feedback of the optimal τ k and N R,k , ∀k, between the sensors and the fusion center.
Relaxed problem (33) does not in general yield the optimal solution. Nevertheless, this approach usually yields P mF C and P f F C that are very close to the optimal solution of (28).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unless otherwise noted, results in this section are for a simulated secondary network with K = 4 sensors and N = 5000 time slots. For all sensors, σ Fig. 3 . Secondary network ROC with 4 sensors and N = 5000, using ORrule. The convex optimal and branch-and-reduce curves were obtained using the solutions of (33) and (28), respectively. The exact and simulation curves were obtained with the solutions of (33) in exact expressions (12), (13), and (26), and for the simulation of 10 6 realizations of noises and sensing channels, respectively.
All figures in this section show upper bounds obtained using the solutions of the convex problem (33). Curves are also shown that were obtained using the solutions of (33) in the exact expressions (12) and (13), and then combining the single-sensor probabilities with (26). Fig. 3 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) for the secondary network. In addition to the aforementioned curves, it shows curves obtained by solving (28) with the branch-and-reduce method, and also using the solutions of (33) in the simulation of 10 6 realizations of noises and sensing channels. For simulation, the PU is assumed to transmit a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) signal.
In Fig. 3 , we see that solving (33) yields performance identical to solving (28). The upper bounds, which formed the basis of the optimization, are close to the exact performance. There is a small difference between the curve obtained from the exact expressions and the simulation curve, due to the Gaussian approximation of the energy detector decision variables; the accuracy of the exact analytical curve can be arbitrarily improved by increasing N . Importantly, we observe that very good performance can be achieved using energy detection, even though the sensing channels have γ S,k ≤ −7dB, ∀k.
Next, we study the sensitivity of P f F C to the quality of the sensing and reporting channels. At the same time, we consider the benefits of optimizing N R,k versus holding N R,k constant, since the current literature has not considered variable N R,k . We only optimize the thresholds τ k , ∀k, when we keep N R,k constant.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the sensitivity of P f F C to the quality of the sensing and reporting channels, respectively, for P mF CT AR = 0.005. We note that, because of the upper-bounding, the exact missed detection probabilities are P mF C < 0.005. Both figures show that a wide operating range exists where the false alarm probability can be guaranteed to be below 1%. Comparative curves show results for N R,k = 10 and N R,k = 1500, ∀k.
In Fig. 4 , we decrease the sensing SNRs from base values γ S = [0, −1, −2, 0]dB. Allowing N R,k to be optimized permits significantly lower false alarm probabilities than when using N R,k = 10 or N R,k = 1500 for the majority of the considered range of sensing SNRs. When the sensing channels are particularly weak, i.e., γ S < [−9, −10, −11, −9]dB, we see that using N R,k = 10 is comparable to using the optimal N R,k . Thus, as sensing channels weaken, it is beneficial to sacrifice reporting time slots to allow more time slots for sensing. Using N R,k = 1500 is not advised for the range of sensing channel SNRs considered in Fig. 4 , since the reporting channels are relatively strong. When the sensing channels are relatively strong, having N R,k = 1500 does outperform N R,k = 10, so we see the bottleneck in performance shift from the reporting to the sensing channels. Still, significantly improved P mF C and P f F C are possible by optimizing N R,k . For example, we can achieve P f F C ≈ 1.5 × 10 −6 when γ S = [−5, −6, −7, −5]dB, which is almost two orders of magnitude lower than if we set N R,k = 1500 for the same sensing channels.
In Fig. 5 , we vary the reporting channels from base values γ R = [−6, 0, −4, −2]dB. Optimizing N R,k allows lower P f F C than when setting N R,k = 10 or N R,k = 1500. When N R,k = 10, we see a sharp performance deterioration as the reporting channels weaken. We also see that when γ R < [−29, −23, −27, −26]dB, N R,k = 1500 becomes the optimal value for all sensors. However, as reporting channels improve, setting N R,k = 1500 limits performance to almost an order of magnitude lower than when using the optimal N R,k .
VI. CONCLUSION
We considered the problem of cooperative spectrum sensing where the secondary network optimized the decision thresholds at the sensors and the division between time slots used for sensing the PU and time slots used for reporting the sensing results. Local sensor decisions were inferred by the fusion center and combined using OR-rule. We derived the network probabilities of false alarm and missed detection, and then found bounds to facilitate convex optimization techniques. Joint optimization of thresholds and sensing/reporting time slots was shown to enable very good sensing performance. Interesting topics for future work include extending this approach to other fusion rules and to the case of imperfect channel estimation, and seeking improved reporting codes.
